Restoration of hyperthermia-associated increased protein to DNA ratio of nucleoids.
The sedimentation of L1210 nucleoids has been used to demonstrate a hyperthermia-associated increased protein to DNA ratio and an apparent inhibition of processes involved in the restoration of the protein to DNA ratio. The distance of nucleoid sedimentation increased as a function of exposure temperature and exposure time, and was proportional to an increased protein to DNA ratio in the nucleoids. Studies in which control and hyperthermia-treated cells were mixed prior to nucleoid preparation indicated that the association of protein with the nucleoid occurred during hyperthermia treatment and not during nucleoid preparation. However, double-labelling studies suggested an interaction between control and hyperthermia-treated cells since the presence of control cells during lysis resulted in near normalization of nucleoid sedimentation. Treatment with proteinase K also restored the nucleoid sedimentation. Incubation at 37 degrees C following hyperthermia revealed a rapid restoration of nucleoid sedimentation and a slower restoration of the protein to DNA ratio. Ethidium bromide-induced changes in nucleoid sedimentation were altered by the hyperthermia-associated increased protein content of nucleoids and the alterations were overcome by enzymatic digestion of the protein prior to the ethidium bromide exposure. Thus, hyperthermia caused, and inhibited the repair of, an increased protein content of nucleoids. The restoration of the increased protein possibly occurs by a heat-sensitive proteolytic enzyme. The temporal use of an appropriate chemotherapy agent to inhibit the restoration of hyperthermia-associated changes may be a useful treatment option.